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Executive Summary 
The purpose of this document is to provide the technical details and 

requirements for the Race the World Android application. Like many other 

fitness apps available on the Android market, Race the World allows users to 

track progress of their runs and receive statistics on their performance both 

during and after the run. To motivate runners, this application has introduced 

gamification in the form of a racing feature. The feature allows users to race 

against either friends or random opponents in real-time which provides 

runners with a competitive outlet when local races are not available. The idea 

is that the user can simply log into the application and choose to challenge 

another user to a race, and if the other users responds a race will begin. 

The goal of the application is to give users of fitness applications an alternative 

compared to the usual statistics driven applications that most people use 

today. The gamification is the fundamental part of the application.  

The application was developed using Android Studio with Java programming 

language and using Google Firebase to store, retrieve and process user’s data, 

making use of the ‘Realtime Database’ and ‘Authentication’ provided by 

Firebase. 

  



Introduction 
Background 
The primary objective of this document is to clearly communicate the expected 

functionality and requirements for the Race the World software application to 

both the developer and lectures who will be reviewing it. Specifically, it will 

clearly outline the requirements of the software in terms of functionality, 

interfaces and performance. Running and fitness apps have become 

increasingly popular in the last decade as they provide users with an easy way 

to plan and track fitness goals. Many of these apps try and encourage their 

users to be active through various methods such as reaching certain goals daily 

or simply sending push notification reminders on a regular basis.  

Race the World aims to add an element of fun and competitiveness that very 

few of these applications offer. It aims to improve the user’s overall wellbeing 

and fitness levels. Numerous websites and fitness blogs encourage people to 

use fitness applications and regular reasons they give include things like they 

“help track your progress”, “save time and efficiency” and “boost your 

motivation”. Race the World tries to implement all these features in the 

application. 

Aims 
One aspect of encouragement that has rarely been explored is the ability for 

users to not only compete against themselves, but against other runners in real 

time. The aim of this application is to allow users to match up with people from 

anywhere in the world and race in real time. As well as showing race statistics, 

the app will also allow the user to see other aspects of their runs, such as total 

distance and total time spent competing. The application aims to be user-

friendly to encourage the competitors to use it for its purpose. 

Technologies 
For the development of this application the technologies being used are 

Android Studio IDE working with Google Firebase which will be connected to 

the application within the integrated Firebase features in Android Studio. 

Android Studio is the official integrated development environment (IDE) for 

Google's Android operating system, it is developed by JetBrains, the company 

behind IntelliJ IDEA software and designed specifically for Android 

development.  



The main elements of Firebase being used for this application are Firebase 

real-time database and authentication. Conveniently, Android Studio provides 

most of the tools required for the development of the application. 

System 
In this section, the report discusses both the functional and non-functional 

requirements of the application respectively.  

On the current android market there are endless fitness and running 

applications, however very few if any have a gamification to them. This is 

something that many users want. Part of human nature is being competitive, 

and with the application, competitiveness and fitness are brought in to one. 

  



Functional Requirements 

This section looks at the functional requirements for the application. 
(Not all these requirements were implemented in the final project due to various reasons 

discussed in this document, mainly due to working a full time job and poor time 

management on my behalf).  

Use Case Diagram 

Requirement 1: User Sign In 

Description & Priority 

This use case describes the role of the user in logging in to use the 
android application. 

Scope 

The scope of this use case is for the user to sign into the Android 
application. 

Use Case Diagram  

 

Flow Description 

Precondition 

The system is idle. 

Activation 

This use case starts when the user clicks ‘Sign in’. 

Main flow 



1. The user is presented with the options to ‘Google Sign In’ 

2. The user is prompted to select their chosen Google account. 

3. The user can view their profile, race against friends, or challenge 
other random users to a race. 

4. The system will display the user’s stats. 

5. The user confirms any actions they have carried out. 

6. The system will return the user to their homepage or proceed to 
begin a race. 

Exceptional flow 

1. The mobile device freezes or crashes, making it impossible for 
the user to sign in or register for the application. 

2. The battery run out on the mobile device, stopping the user from 
signing up. 

 

Termination 

1. The user logs out. 

 

Post condition 

1. The system will return to its default homepage.  
 
 
Requirement 2: Administration 

Description & Priority 

This use case describes the role of the administrator in managing users 
and troubleshooting any issues raised by users 

Scope 

The scope of this use case is for the administrator to manage users, 
the database and keep the application up to date. 

Use Case Diagram 



 

Flow Description 

Precondition 

The system is idle. 

Activation 

This use case starts when the administrator logs in. 

Main flow 

1. The administrator views user issues. 

2. The administrator passes these issues to the customer care 
team. 

3. The administrator views issues raised. 

4. The system will display the issues that need to be solved by the 
customer care team. 

5. The customer care solves issues as required. 

6. The system will display the changes that were made by the 
administrator. 

Exceptional flow 

1. The mobile device freezes or crashes, making it impossible for 
the user to sign in or register for the application. 

2. The battery run out on the mobile device, stopping the user from 
signing up. 



 

Termination 

1. The administrator logs out. 

 

Post condition 

1. The system will return to its default homepage. 
 
Requirement 3: Performing a run 

Description & Priority 

This use case describes the user running and tracking their own 
personal run. 

Scope 

The scope of this use case is to show how the user goes for a run and 
the application tracks them while they are running. 

Use Case Diagram 

 

Flow Description 

Precondition 

The user is logged into their profile. 

Activation 

This use case starts when the user chooses to begin a run. 

Main flow 

1. The user chooses to begin a solo run. 

2. The system counts the user into their run. 



3. The user begins to run. 

4. The system tracks the users distance, location, calories burned 
etc. 

5. The system informs the user of their progress in real time. 

6. The user ends their run. 

7. The system displays the user’s statistics. 

Exceptional flow 

1. The mobile device freezes or crashes, making it impossible for 
the user to begin their run. 

2. The battery run out on the mobile device, stopping the system 
from tracking the user. 

 

Termination 

1. The user ends their run and closes the application. 

 

Post condition 

1. The system will return to the user’s profile. 
 

Requirement 4: Racing opponent  

Description & Priority 

This use case describes the user racing another user. 

Scope 

The scope of this use case is to show how the user challenges a friend 
or random opponent to a race. 

Use Case Diagram 



 

Flow Description 

Precondition 

The user is logged into their profile. 

Activation 

This use case starts when the user chooses to challenge another 
user. 

Main flow 

1. The user chooses to challenge another user. 
2. The user chooses to race a friend or random opponent. 
3. The user selects the distance of the race. 
4. The system counts the runners into their race. 
5. The users begin racing each other. 
6. The system tracks both users and informs them of their position 

in the race 
7. The user or the opponent reaches the set distance. 
8. The system informs the users which of them has won the race. 

Exceptional flow 

1. The mobile device freezes or crashes, making it impossible 
for one of the users to compete in the race. 

2. The battery run out on the mobile device, stopping the 
system from tracking the users. 

 

Termination 

1. The user or their opponent wins the race# 
 



Post condition 

The system will return to the users’ profile. 
 

Non-Functional Requirements 

Performance/Response time requirement 
Users of the application will vary greatly in fitness levels so that will influence 

the performance/response time as different people will run a specific distance 

in a varying number of minutes. 

Availability requirement 
The application should operate at an ongoing basis and should only be made 

unavailable for maintenance or updates at no more than once a month for a 

limited time frame. 

Robustness requirement 
The main functionality of the application is tracking a runner in real-time, 

therefore it must be robust to stay connected as it is constantly in motion. If 

the real-time tracking were to fail it would result in the application not 

performing.  

Security requirement 
The application must be secure as every user has personal information stored, 

as well as tracking. This must be secured from any attacks from external 

sources to prevent any breach of user data. This is the main reason for 

implementing Firebase’s authentication and limiting the application to Google 

account users only, as the application is an Android application every user 

would already have a Google account already active on their device. 

Reliability requirement 
The application should be reliability always. If two users are racing each other 

in real-time, it must be able to handle to demand for keeping two users up to 

date on their progress in the race as well as tracking them both live. 

Recovery requirement 
Shall the application have any sort of system failure the system should be 

recovered as soon as possible to a fully working condition. While informing 

users of the expected recovery time. 

 



Data Requirements 
The main data requirements for the application are a 

● Google Account – which all android device users should already have 

active, this is for log in purposes, and the users name and email address 

are stored from this. 

● User location – When launching the application for the first time the 

user is prompted to allow the application to track their location. As this 

is the key feature of the application it is a requirement. 

● User activity records – In order to track the users total distance and time 

it is a requirement to have access to this data, which is securely stored 

on the Firebase database. 

Environmental Requirements 
This section of the report covers the environmental requirements which is the 

various components that are essential to develop the application. 

● Computer: The application is being developed on a Windows computer 

running Android Studio, so this is a requirement. 

● Internet access: Internet access is a requirement for connecting for 

testing and connecting to Firebase. 

● Android device: An android device with the appropriate specifications to 

run the application is required for testing and running the application 

during development. 

● Photoshop: Photoshop is required for customising the overall styling of 

the application as opposed to using the Android Studio default themes. 

Design and Architecture 
GUI 
Race the World application is made up of the following graphical user 

interfaces: 

● Main Page 

● Login Page 

● User Profile Page 

● Search Users Page 

● Challenge Users Page 

● Run Page 



Main Page 
On the main page when the user launches the application or logs out, the user 

is presented with a permission request to allow the application to track their 

location (this occurs only the first time the application is installed), then they 

are shown a splash screen showing a graphic designed for the application as 

well as a google sign in button. The sign in button is their only option when 

choosing to use the application.  

Main Page: 

 



Log-in Page 
The log-in page will be presented to the user when they choose the google 

sign-in button from the main page. A pop up will make the user choose which 

Google account they want to use if they are signed into multiple accounts at 

one time on their device. 

Log-In Page: 

 



User Profile Page 
The user profile page shows the signed in user their Google profile image as 

well as the total wins they have in the application races and their total 

distance. 

User Profile Page: 

 



Menu Page 
The main menu appears as a slide in navigation view from swiping in from the 

left side of the user’s device. The header of the menu shows the current signed 

in user profile image as well as their name and email address.  

Menu Page: 

 



Search Users Page 
The search users page displays a search bar and button to the user, they can 

search for a specific opponent here and when the desired opponent is found 

they can click the ‘running person’ icon beside the opponent’s name to 

challenge that user to a race. 

Search Users Page: 

 



 

Challenge (Waiting on Opponent) Page 
After the user has challenged another user on the Search Users page they will 

be brought to a ‘Waiting for Opponent…’ page showing the image and details 

of the opponent they have challenged, the user will wait on this page until 

their opponent has accepted and challenged them in return. 

Challenge (Waiting on Opponent) Page: Setting the distance in km. 

 



Challenge (Waiting on Opponent) Page: Waiting for opponent’s response  

 

 



Run/Race Page 
The run/race activity page shows in a split screen format, with the top half 

showing the signed in user’s statistics against their opponent’s statistics in the 

bottom half the screen. There is also a ‘stop race’ button that ends tracking for 

that race and ends it instantly. 

Run/Race Page: 

 



Race Finish/Stop Page 
When one of the two users reach the set distance for the race or if a user 

chooses to press the “Stop Race” button during the race the leader at that 

time will be given the win for that race. 

Race Finish/Stop Page: 

 



System Architecture 

 



Flow Diagram 

 

Analysis and Design 

Architecture Design 
Logical View 
Race the world logical view is made up three different parts, the user interface 

is build using xml, android activities and fragments then give functionality and 



logic to the xml files. Google Firebase is then the back-end system that stores, 

retrieves and returns all the information given in the application. 

Hardware Architecture 
The hardware architecture required for running the application is an android 

device with a up to date software and operating system. 

Software Architecture 
The project is built using Android Studio and Google Firebase as the back-end 

system. 

Security Architecture 
Security for the application is done through the Google sign in with the 

Firebase authentication system. 

 

Implementation 
For the implementation of this project, it was decided to use the Java 

Programming language with Android Studio IDE as this has become the 

standard for developing Android applications worldwide. It has proven to be a 

reliable IDE for developing android applications. Also, the use of Google’s 

Firebase was decided on because it is integrated into Android Studio making 

them work very well together. Firebase’s authentication and real time 

database were also very convenient throughout this project. 

  



System Design 
This section of the document will look at a few different code snippets showing 

how the various functionalities outlined in this document worked. 

Sign in with Google / Firebase Authentication 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Menu Navigation 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Search User through Firebase 

 

 

Testing 
This section will describe the testing methods that have been carried out to 

test the quality of the application and ensure everything is functioning as it 

should be. The benefits of testing include guaranteeing the quality of the 

application, increased consumer satisfaction and ensuring the user experience 

is a positive one.   

Manual testing will also be performed in the form of live runs and races to 

determine that the application is functioning correctly. To achieve maximum 

accuracy, the results will be compared to other well-established running 

applications on the Android market to gauge the app’s overall performance. 

Manual testing will also be used in testing simple aspects of the application like 

signing in through Google sign in and searching the application for other users. 

The following is a test carried out to see if the ability to sign in and challenge 

another user to a race is functioning correctly. 

 



Steps Task Expected 
Result 

Result Status 

1 User must sign in 
on the main page. 

The user will 
successfully 
sign in 
through 
Google sign 
in. 

The user has 
successfully 
signed in with 
their Google 
account. 

Pass 

2 User must 
navigate to 
‘Challenge’ option 
on the menu 

The user will 
click the 
challenge 
option 

User has 
chosen the 
challenge 
option 

Pass 

3 User must search 
and find then 
challenge the user 
they wish to race 

The user finds 
the opponent 
they wish to 
challenge. 

The user finds 
and challenges 
their opponent 
to a 5km race. 

Pass 

4 User must wait on 
opponent to 
accept challenge. 

The user is 
left waiting 
until 
challenge 
accepted. 

The user is left 
waiting until 
challenge 
accepted. 

Pass 

5 The Opponent 
must accept the 
challenge and race 
will begin. 

The opponent 
accepts, and 
the race 
begins 
instantly. 

Race begins as 
the opponent 
has accepted 
the challenge. 

Pass 

6 Both users’ 
appropriate data 
is tracked, and the 
race begins. 

Race begins Race begins Pass 

 

The test has been a success showing that the application can manage a user 

signing in and competing against another user in a real time race. 

 

 

 



Conclusion 
Even though I have achieved what I had set out to achieve building application 

that allows two different users to compete in a race in real time with each 

other I am slightly disappointed that I could not add additional features that I 

had originally planned to implement.  Such as keeping count of the calories 

that the user is burning, taking into consideration the elevation they are 

ascending or descending or counting how many steps the user has taken in a 

run. But given the circumstances of my full-time work that could be anything 

up to 50 hours in one week and trying to study a part-time computing course I 

am proud of what I have achieved with the application. 

 

The gamification aspect of this application is the unique selling point of the 

app, by introducing gamification I have introduced something that is rarely 

found in fitness apps, so this alone would be a niche in the market. However, 

the fitness application market is completely saturated, as result it would be 

difficult to market this application as there is literally thousands of fitness 

applications. 

Further Development 
Over time the system could also expand out to help users track and race across 

many activities such as cycling or swimming which would utilize much of the 

same technology that has already been developed for the core application. 

This should make the application more accessible and help increase user 

number in later stages of development.  

Other such features that could go into further development would be 

introducing leagues that would be based on users’ performance. Overtime 

they could be tracked, and they would be split into different levels of leagues 

where they could be promoted or relegated at the end of each month adding 

an even more competitive edge to the application, users could then only 

compete with fellow runners within their same league. 

Finally, the app could expand out to other mobile platforms, specifically iOS 

and Windows Mobile and wearables which would be useful for people trying 

to track their activity.  
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Appendix 
User Manuel 

  
Steps Task Image 

1 Select the application on your device. 

 
2 Sign in through Google 

 



3 Navigate to ‘Challenge’ on the Menu. 

 
4 Search for the user you wish to race and 

challenge them to a distance of your 
choosing. 

 
5 Wait on their acceptance of the 

challenge. 

 



6 On acceptance start running as the race 
has begun. 

 
7 First user to the set distance target is the 

winner. 
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Objectives 

The goal of developing this application is to create a platform where 

by users can challenge friends or other users to a race anywhere in 

the world in real time, while also keeping track of their physical 

wellbeing. 

 

The application will allow runners to send another user a challenge 

to run an agreed distance, 5km for example, pick a set time for both 

runners to start and then countdown both runners into the race. For 

example, somebody in Ireland could be wake on a Sunday morning 

and challenge a stranger in Japan to a race at 9am Irish time and the 

person in Japan could be ready for their race at 5pm Japanese time, 

when the challenge is accepted both runners will be counted in to 

start running in real time. Expectantly the application will be able to 

inform the user as they are racing how far they have ran or how far 

their opponent is ahead or behind them. This could be done 

potentially through text to speech.  

 

Additionally, the application will track the user using GPS and show 

where they have travelled and what distance. There already are 

numerous existing applications on the market for runners/joggers 

that monitor and track such things as durations, distance, average 

speed, calories burned, heart rate, altitude climbed or descended as 

well as other features. However, from personal experience I have 

never found one single application that offers all features, some only 

offer one, others maybe two or three features, this usually results in 

having to run two or three applications at once if you are hoping to 

track and monitor all these features. With the application I am 

developing I hope to implement as many of these features as 

possible. 

 



Furthermore, the application will store user’s average speeds and 

average times and collect the data so that when it comes to two 

random users challenging each other from anywhere in the world, 

two similarly skilled people will be paired together, as opposed to a 

new runner being paired with a marathon runner. Some sort of a 

league could be implemented with a relegation and promotion 

system that would be an incentive for people to improve themselves. 

 

Visualisation will be another key feature to the application, many 

people enjoy looking at simple graphs and charts that show the 

progression they have made, I plan to represent the user’s progress 

in graph form in the application. Viewing the graphs and charts 

would be further motivation to constantly improve. 

  



Background 

From experience of using multiple fitness applications on the Google 

Play store, designed for runners and joggers, I have never really 

found an application that offers all the features I have mentioned 

previously in my ‘objectives’ section. For this reason, I have desired 

to develop an application that has numerous features in an all-in-one 

type application. Having one single application makes tracking and 

monitoring much easier for the end user. 

 

However, I don’t wish to simply just develop an application that is 

essentially half a dozen existing applications merged into one, I want 

to add something new, something that I have yet to find exists in the 

marketplace, this is where the real-time racing idea comes into play, 

and I want this to be the main feature of the application. 

 

Originally the idea for the real-time racing came about when my 

cousin and myself were chatting online while playing some games. 

We both decided to take a break from gaming and coincidently we 

were both going for a run, we both agreed we’d run 5km and the 

first person back online would be the winner. Obviously, this is not a 

reliable means of tracking and timing a run, we didn’t even know if 

the other ran 5km at all. But from this the idea of having a mobile 

application that could do this for us and monitor our opponent came 

to mind. 

Technical Approach 

For this software project I will be taking an agile management 

approach, I think breaking the project down into smaller incremental 

builds will work best for this application.  

Initial research for this project will involve downloading and testing 

similar fitness applications, I will analysis what works best, which 



features are more popular, and particularly focus on the highest 

rated applications on the market and research what it is that makes 

these the best available. 

I will also have to research and experiment with new software, 

languages and frameworks and other new technologies I plan on 

using, that I haven’t previously used in my life. Such as android 

application development, Firebase, location GPS tracking in 

applications.  

  



Special resources required  

For the development of the application I will using various resources. 

I have already invested in ‘Android App Development for Dummies’ 

from the ‘for Dummies’ series, which I have so far found useful as I 

have never previously used Android Studio.  

 

Other resources I have being using and will be using are online 

tutorials, from various websites but mainly from youtube.com and 

pluralsight.com, the latter I have signed up for $29 a month, having 

previously used pluralsight.com in the past I have found this method 

of learning works well for me personally.  

 

In terms of hardware for this application I will need an android 

enabled mobile device to run it on, also further down the line I will 

probably need a ‘running armband’ for some of the features I plan to 

implement to be monitored. A ‘running armband’ is a pocket for your 

mobile device that can be strapped to your upper arm while you are 

running. 

Project Plan 

 

Technical Details 

For the development of this application I have looked at various 

approaches I could take to building it. For the database I have 

considered MySQL as I have experience using it from second and 

third year modules in NCI, for the backend of the application I am 



planning on using Python, more so as a learning experience more 

than anything as I haven’t previously used it. For the framework I 

have considered potentially using Flask or Django. I will be using 

Android Studio for the building of the application using Java. It will 

be hosted on Amazon Web Services. On recommendation I have also 

considered potentially using Firebase, this is something that is new 

to me, but it looks like it could potentially be an option when 

developing the application.   

  



Evaluation 

The application will be tested throughout its development. During 

the initial development stages I will be constantly testing code as I 

am writing to ensure any bugs and errors are identified as I go. I will 

seek friends and family that use android devices to test the 

application during its development and seek feedback on how it 

performs. I will incorporate java unit testing throughout the 

development cycle. 

  



Monthly Journals 

September 2017 
19th September 2017 

Back to college this evening, the start of the final year, first class back and we 

were briefed on our Software Project, and what is expected for the coming 

weeks and months ahead. We have project proposals coming up on the 3rd,5th 

and 6th of October, so it’s best to get finalising some of the ideas I’ve had for 

my software project soon. 

30th September 2017 

Spent this evening discussing my software project ideas with some family and 

friends, narrowing it down to two final options, both which are android 

application ideas. The reason for picking these were I felt I would enjoy 

developing these applications and they would be challenging but also 

achievable in the time frame to complete them by next May. I also have never 

previously developed an application using Android Studio, so this is a 

technology I want to experience in my time in college. 

October 2017 
4th October 2017 

Finalised my idea for my software project ahead of my project proposal 

tomorrow. Planning to develop an android fitness/running application that 

tracks users and allows them to race other users in real-time anywhere else in 

the world. 

5th October 2017 

Had my project proposal today with Dominic Carr, Thibaut Lust and Eugene 

McLaughlin. Fortunately, all three approved of my idea and even suggested 

some other ideas I could implement in to the project.  

16th October 2017 

My supervisor for the software project will be Dominic Carr, I’m looking 

forward to working with him over the coming months, and it helps that I have 

him for class every Tuesday evening. 

19th October 2017 



Met with Dominic for the first time today for a few minutes, showed him a list I 

had made up of technologies I plan on using for the project, he approved of 

some and suggested others to me, such as ‘Firebase’. To be honest this was 

very helpful as some of the technologies he suggested I had never used or 

heard of before, but for the most part they will only help improve what I hope 

to achieve with my application. 

25th October 2017 

Been working away on my project proposal which is due on the 27th, have sent 

the work I’ve done so far to Dominic for feedback, he says I’m on the right 

track with it, but suggested I discuss in more detail the competitors of the 

application. I will consider this when finalising my proposal over the next 2 

days. 

27th October 2017 

Uploaded my Project Proposal Document today, got as much into as I could. 

November 2017 
17th November 2017 

Been busy with all my other modules I haven’t got the dedicate the time I was 

hoping I could to the Software Project, made a start on the requirement 

specification today however. It’s due on the 24th so I should be on course to 

have it done by then. 

23rd November 2017 

Continued working away on my requirement specification this evening, but 

began to feel unwell, and I’m not getting the work done I had hoped. Also 

missed my opportunity to send my document to Dominic for feedback, as I was 

not happy with the work load I had done to send it to him. 

24th November 2017 

Requirement specification due today and unfortunately a bad flu has got a 

hold of me, and I don’t think I will have an opportunity to finish the document 

as I hoped. 

27th November 2017 

Been bed bound all weekend and must submit my requirement specification 

tonight at the latest to present at the mid-point. Unfortunately, the flu has not 



helped my work whatsoever and I’ve uploaded a document that I am not 

happy with at all. This document is probably the most disappointing work I 

have uploaded in my time here in NCI, really feel I have fallen behind because 

of this set back.  

December 2017 
15th December 2017  

I got to attempt some Android tutorials on YouTube. I have been trying to 

familiarise myself better with Android studio as I have not used it in the past 

too often.  I done some basic tutorials on user sign-ins and tracking user 

location. 

16th December 2017  

Started looking at some Firebase tutorials today.  Having never previously used 

this it looks like it will be a very useful tool for this project.  It is very 

convenient that it is synced up with Android studio making it easier to use. 

21th December 2017  

It is a very busy time in work at this time of year so unfortunately, I have not 

got an opportunity to have much of a look at my Software Project. 

 

 

  



January 2018 
2nd January 2018 

Exams are coming up over the next few weeks, so I do not have much of a 

chance to look at myself a project as I have to focus on my studies and projects 

for other modules. 

February 2018 
9th February 2018 

I have been very busy at work and as a result I've been struggling to keep up 

with my modules let alone my software project. 

20th February 2018 

Project is beginning to take shape in Android studio as of today I have 

successfully linked up my Firebase Project with my Android Studio Project and 

created a sign in page using Google sign in with Firebase Authentication. 

March 2018 
3rd March 2018 

The bad weather storm has resulted in me becoming very busy in work on the 

farm, as a result I've been working 12-14 hours a day and only getting home 

about 9 p.m. in the evenings.  Leaving very little time for me to get a look at my 

college work before bedtime. 

16th March 2018 

I emailed Dominic today to get feedback on my profile and poster so far. He 

suggested I make some minor changes to my summary of my profile and he 

said my poster has got off to a good start which I am happy with considering 

early stages of designing the poster. 

  



April 2018 
7th April 2018 

Made further progression in my Android studio application today. I have added 

a real time tracker of the user pinning their longitude and latitude.  I originally 

intended to show their location on map, but I have decided that since they 

could be competing against strangers it is not a good idea for somebody to 

know your exact location. 

14th April 2018 

I have added a navigation sliding menu to my Android app today, it is 

beginning to take shape. I can now successfully login a user through Google 

with Firebase authentication and they are brought to their profile page and 

using the menu they can navigate to track a run. 

17th April 2018 

I have a project due for my cloud application development module this coming 

Saturday as a result I have been busy with my Ruby on Rails work for that 

module. 

22nd April 2018 

I have two exams this coming Wednesday and Friday, so they will be taking 

priority for the coming days 

  



May 2018 
4th May 2018 

Now all my other projects and exams from other modules are finished my 

focus is now completely on my final year software project. 

5th May 2018 

Due to still working crazy long hours in work I really must take advantage of my 

free time at the weekends to work on my project.  Luckily, I have made good 

progress on the project in the past few days probably more than I have in the 

previous month. 

6th May 2018 

The application has really taken shape this weekend, a lot of functionality has 

begun to work together well, allowing users to compete against each other in a 

real-time race tracking both time and distance. 

9th May 2018 

Emailed Dominic again today, although it this late in the semester I updated 

him on why I had been so far behind in my software project work as of now 

but I have got a lot of work done and I am very happy with what I have 

managed to achieve in the  time considering my work schedule and being a 

part-time student.  I also got some advice for my report and what key things I 

should include in it. 

11th May 2018 

Spent today tidying up my code and adding some user interface features as I 

had previously been using the Android studio default theme.  The application 

now looks aesthetically pleasing and works for its main purpose to allow two 

users to race each other. 

12th May 2018 

I am nearly finished my project and I have to attend a wedding this weekend, 

so I will fix any minor changes that have to be fixed before tomorrow's 

deadline, while also finalizing my document. 

 

 


